
What is the beauty and benefit of using impervia flooring? 

With Impervia flooring all you need is a flat sound sub floor. The lasts push fit click 
system and acoustic backing means that no adhesives are needed or any other 
materials to install the floor.  

The images of the Impervia white marble tile installed in the Café di Milano – 
Birmingham was quick and easy to install with no downtime on waiting for adhesives 
to cure or any form of maintenance to be applied after installation. 

 

There was also no need for any other materials on site which reduce costs and 
installation time.  

Should any tile get badly damaged it can easily be replaced as Impervia flooring can 
be removed and re-installed many times. 

Sustainability 

Unlike luxury vinyl tiles Impervia flooring is sustainable and with the option of being 
able to install, remove, and then re-install it has the best of all flooring options.  

In addition, the crushed stone centre core makes up 85% of the material used for 
Impervia flooring. This prevents it from going to land fill. More on this can be found 
on the web site here>>  

 



Installation 

The cost of installing Impervia will be far cheaper than any other flooring material. 
You can see in this link (FITTING IMPERVIA- V- LVT TILES) that with Impervia you just 
need the floor and nothing ese.   

You can use Impervia tiles anywhere and if it is a large project, we can make a colour 
and design to meet your requirements.  

Durability of Impervia Flooring 

We have tested Impervia flooring extensively and the final assessment test was when 
two planks were left outside on a driveway for more than 10 months through the 
best and worst of weather. Apart from hot sunny days it also suffered snow and ice 
throughout the winter. The report can be seen by clicking the link on the image 
below.  

 

Impervia flooring options: 

Impervia flooring comes in three options, all of which have a textured surface t 
imitate real wood or real marble/stone tile: 

Wide planks or narrow planks if required  

Herringbone: one size lots of finishes  

Tiles: various sizes available but the main one is 300mm x 600mm   



The current range of colours were chosen by a selection of Interior designers but we 
can make virtually and colour or design. And the installation of Impervia parquet  
herringbone flooring in a kitchen can be seen here.  

 

Please call 01666 504015 for more information and samples.  

 

 

 


